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SPECIAL NOTICE: Change to Annual Membership “Due Date.”

Memberships are: Annual - $20.00, Life - $200.00 [may be paid in installments of $25.00, at least Quarterly].

Recent, by a majority of the Board of Directors, was to change the Annual Membership from a Fiscal year Date
[NAAV fiscal year starts on July 1] to coincide with the “Sign-up Month of the member. Ex: Signed up in
December 2000, Dues “Due Date” is 01/01/02.

We are not mailing “Dues Due Date Reminders.” Please look at the Mailing Label used on this newsletter to you.
At the right of your name is the date you are paid up to. Ex: 07/01/00 is July 1, 2001. For those paying Quarterly
“Life Pay” See following Explanation in HIGHLIGHTED INSERT in Left Column on Pg. 2.

We will no longer mail newsletters to Members whose “Dues Due Date exceeds One Year Past Due.”

Newsletter Returns are Costly. If you have, or are relocating, or are a “traveler’,
Please consider notifying the NAAV Office with Address or Forwarding Change.
Newsletter returns Cost Approximately Three (3) Times the Original Mailing Cost.
If your newsletter is returned with No Forwarding Address we will not attempt a
re-send.

SPECIAL: The Membership Database is maintained at the National Office in Los Lunas, NM.
Merchandise Sales, Certificates, etc. Are handled in Houston, TX. In order to alleviate
confusion of Membership Dues Dates, Please send your Monies for same to the Los Lunas, NM
Address & Monies for Merchandise, etc. To Houston Address. We realize this may be
inconvenient But These are handled through two separate Banking Accounts & Systems in two
different geographic areas. Thank you for these considerations.  Dick, National Commander

PLEASE NOTE: Please place Return Address on outside of envelops being sent to the NAAV
Office. When sending checks please indicate what they are paying. When not so noted, we
sometimes have to guess. Thanks
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  Atomic Veterans
     Newsletter
The Atomic Veteran Newsletter is published quarterly and is
the official newsletter of the National Association of Atomic
Veterans.
     Board of Directors
 National Commander: Richard U. Conant
   Vice Commander: Rudy J. Ritter 
     Adjutant: William P. Harper
     Treasurer: Bernard Clark
  Directors: 
 Executive & Legislative - Glen Dale Howard
Directors of Fund Raising - (Eastern) Claude Burpee
    (Western) William Harper
 Special Projects Director - Terry Brady
Legislative Liason [District of Columbia] - Charles McKay
 Legislative Advisor - Mrs. Pat Broudy
 Medical Files Custodian -
 Research Consultant - Edward “Vic” Fenton
 National Service Officer - Erick Robinson
The material in this newsletter is protected. No part of it may
be used without prior permission.

Letters to the Editor and Articles must be signed to be
published. Name withheld upon request.

NAAV reserves the right to edit and publish material
submitted. Articles on atomic testing, other radiation-risk
activities, biological effects of exposure to ionizing radiation,
the politics and history of military and civilian exposure,
accounts of personal experiences, cartoons, photographs,
poems, essays and other material will be considered for
publication.

The views and opinions of contributions do not necessarily
represent those of the National Association of Atomic
Veterans.

LIFE PAY Memberships:
There has been, and still is, some confusion regarding
“Life Payments on a Quarterly basis.” In order to attempt
to clarify this situation we have incorporated the
following: These members will now show on the Address
Label on the Newsletters a Status of “Life-PX” “X” being
a number. When you sign up initially and submit your
first payment of $25.00 your Label will show “Life-P7”,
the “7” reflects 7 more quarterly payments - “Due when
the Newsletter is received.” If multiples of the $25
Quarterly payments are made, such as $50 then the
number will be reduced by 2. Example: Initially pay $25
your “Life-P_” is 7. The next Quarter $50 is submitted,
then the Status will be “Life-P5”.
We have some Life-P (maybe a number) that the status of
payment cannot be determined. For those of you in this
category we ask you to submit “copies of your records of
payments” in order that we may clarify your “Status”.
Thank you for this Clarifying Assistance.
N.A.A.V. “Tall Ship Model” Raffle. Inserts within this
newsletter of: Colored Flyer, Sheet of Tickets, Sheet of
“perferfed” tickets, and Brief Instruction Sheet. This is an
excellent opportunity to Raise Funds. Submit “Sold
Tickets along with Payments” to the N.A.A.V. Office in
Los Lunas, NM. We thank you for your efforts!
 ********************

COMMANDER’s CORNER: The past year has reflected some operational problems and many incidents
of well being.
Through the continuous efforts and input of all of the Directors, Director Dale Howard for his work as
Executive Director and hundreds of hours working to revitalize the Membership Roster; many volunteers
[to recognize a few: Charlotte Howard, NM who has worked diligently assisting the Membership Database;
Becky Miller, FL with her dowloading of info on the Internet & forwarding this info to us and ; others with
continuous Interest Items]. Others have volunteered to assist in many ways. We are developing programs to
take advantage of these offers.

The N.A.A.V. Database files were moved to Los Lunas from Boley Caldwell’s location in November 2000.
Boley desired to give up active daily maintenance due to his health. Rob Campbell volunteered to take over.
However, due to failing health Rob had to resign daily participation. We have located another person
interested in taking over this function. At present we are coordinating the “plan of attack.” We have sent
numerous Medical Questionnaires, by e-mail & regular mail. Most have been completed & returned. Along
with this Database, one for Genetically Impaired Offspring is being formulated. Many offspring have made
inquiries over the past six months. During my testimony in front of the Committee searching the accuracy
of Dose Reconstructions, I made the remark “that if Uncle Sam is of the opinion that when the last atomic
vet passes, He (Uncle sam) is in for a shock because I believe the plight of offspring (now 2 and one half
generations) and their increasing numbers, may well exceed that of the original atomic veterans.”
N.A.A.V. held a Director Meeting along with a Remembrance Day Event in Albuquerque on July 15-16.
Several business items were discussed and were to be presented to the membership for discussion & input
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at this session and the Fall Annual Meeting. The attendees toured the Atomic Museum on the 16th and
visited the Los Alamos Museum & Presentation by the museum director on the 17th.

The Annual Meeting was held in Las Vegas, NV on the 14th & 15th of October. Prior discussion to have
hold the Annual, or not, because of the September 11th tragedy were discussed and the decision was to go
ahead with it. Minutes & results of this meeting can be reviewed in another section of this issue.

The meeting followed the NARS meeting (13-14). During one period discussion of “joint efforts” regarding
common legislative endeavors was discussed and favored. Both organizations to coordinate efforts as these
items come up.

Both groups jointly attended a presentation by the Nevada Test Site Historical Society during the October
15th afternoon session.

Following this was the introduction of two Committee Members and one National Academy of Science
coordinator, looking into the accuracy of Dose Reconstructions. Mr. John Till, Chairman, spoke of their
approach to the subject and answered questions. These folks spoke to many attendees on a one to one basis.
Note: the Committee came about as a result of the Senate Hearings on S. 1385 in 1998. The committee is to
present their report and recommendations in March of 2002. The committee members are all volunteers.
They are not VA personnel. Mr. Till requested writings of substantiation from veterans where fallacies with
their Dose Reconstructions differ than those furnished by DTRA. N.A.A.V. office is accumulating these.

Two members of the committee are scheduled to visit the N.A.A.V. Office on Dec. 9 when they will
browse through some of our Medical History Database and excerpt statistics from these records [during my
testimony in June in front of this committee I related that I would allow two of their members to come to
the office, look at some files, not copy any, whereby they could see where inaccurate DR’s had caused
denials of many claims].

This is a brief summary of the past year happenings. Many good things have taken place. The NAAV Web
site, through the efforts of Laimon Godel, Jr., has increased in size and offers more assistance &
information options; the Portland, OR AVets Web site, by Keith Whittle, continues to grow; the Web site
by John deBusk contains more info; NAAV has recently picked up members who had dropped their
membership for a variety of reasons; also many new members, many of which did not know of NAAV’s
existance previously. We received many, many requests for assistance. Our Information & Assistance Pack
is e-mailed or sent by regular mail to each inquirer as well as being posted for reading & downloading from
the NAAV Web site (print & download requires Adobe Reader). We have received many compliments on
this publication which vets have communicated its value in their claim & treatment endeavors. We will be
coming out with more projects & programs as we are able to develop them. Bill Harper, Membership
director, has placed ads concerning membership in several publications which resulted in new members.
These ads will also e placed into other publications.

We are here to Assist. It is less costly & quicker when we can send & receive via e-mail. Realizing many do
not have this luxury, then I offer the following sources be looked into: Many Senior Citizens Centers,
Libraries, Schools, Grand Children, Friends, Other Sources - can & will set up addresses for you on their
computers whereby they will receive & printout your messages & will send same. Some charge a small fee,
others do not. This is a valuable connection to have for two reasons: 1. When we desire support for specific
legislation, generally the time factor is short - too short for newsletter or general mail; 2. You can subscribe
to the e-Nuclear Veterans News (via e-mail only) and keep abreast of many issues. Subscribe by e-mail
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request to: RUCON1@juno.com.

Last: in November of 2000 we sent a letter to each State Commander, Area Commander & Reconstruction
Coordinators asking “if they desired to stay in these positions.”  Several RC’s suggested that the title be
changed to better reflect the position duties. Some suggested Consultants, so Test Consultants became the
Title. Several desired to be dropped for various reasons. We have found replacements for some. A
complete listing of these positions takes up three & one half pages in the newsletter when printed in its
entirety. So we decided to print same annually in the January issue, with Contact Info Changes, Additions,
Etc. in each issue. We have heard from a few of these persons over the past year. We have asked in
newsletters for them to forward information on hand relative to the “cause” to the Office for our back up
use. Few have done so. We have received a few complaints relating to their inquiries by members to these
folks and no response. We realize that all of us are getting old, some “burned out”, funds may not be
adequate, and other reasons. It does no good to be listed and not function the part. However, this issue was
brought in front of the Board of Directors for consideration. We also realize that you may have been
handicapped by lack of receipt of membership lists. One list was sent out which reflected much out dated
info. This was the best info we had at the time. Few responded. A couple were returned because of bad
addresses. A New Current List is currently being mailed. Refer to the Meeting article for the results, which
was to drop any persons whom we have no continuous contact with. So, any who do not respond positively
by Jan. 15, 2002 will be dropped, in order that we may find replacements. We thank all for their previous
efforts & assistance. Dick, National Commander.

Minutes of Board Meeting ( 10-14-01 )  in Las Vegas, NV

Meeting opened by Cmdr. Conant at 1530

Roll call of Directors: Present were Conant, Ritter, Howard and Harper.  Burpee and Brady were not able to
attend.  Clark was enroute and arrived after meeting commenced.

The following issues were addresses and acted upon.

State Commanders: Many State Commanders do not respond to mailings or other methods of
communication. The reasons for non-communication may be several, including moving to a new address,
not being able to continue on as State commander, or lack of interest, or other.
Motion by Ritter: To remove non-responding State Commanders from list of Officers, with a note of
invitation to any state member ( where a State Commander is not listed, ) wishing to assume the post, with
the provision that they be able to participate in the affairs of N.A.A.V. on the State level.

Motion seconded by Howard - without objection - motion carried.

Articles of Incorporation: Conant explained the current need to seek out a State to re-incorporate so as to
not loose our 501-3C ( non-profit ) status.... We currently are experiencing costs for being incorporated in
the State of  Iowa, as well as the costs of a second certificate of operation out of the State of Iowa.... ( see
note 1. )

Motion by Conant to search for suitable State arrangement.
Motion seconded by Harper - without objection - motion carried.
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Constitution Ammendment: Conant explained the time frame required to seek out a new State in which to
establish our Articles of Incorporation.  Given the fact that the Constitution currently limits each Officer to
two ( 2 year ) terms in office, after which he/she cannot be re-elected, and given the need to re-incorporate,
between now and next July, it becomes necessary to address the Constitutional question....

Article IV ( section 4.3 ) of the Constitution addresses the two ( 2 year ) term of office.

Motion by Ritter: To amend section 4.3 ( of Article IV ) as follows:
“ All Officers and Directors may serve continuous ( 2 year ) terms provided they are re-elected to such
terms of office, and that such election by the Board ( at the national convention, ) is ratified by the
membership present and voting. For the purpose of this rule, Officers and Directors will be considered
eligible members to cast a vote for or against ratification.“

Motion seconded by Howard - without objection - motion carried.

Annual Convention: Conant suggested that we hold our annual convention as near to the weekend of July
16th ( each year ) so as to coincide with the Atomic Veteran Day of Remembrance.....

Motion by Harper to change as discussed.
Motion seconded by Ritter - without objection - motion carried

Life Membership: Director Burpee submitted a plan to pro-rate life membership payments according to
various age brackets.... Howard noted the current costs related to getting membership and all other
N.A.A.V. records organized and up-dated. The general opinion was that we should address after we have
adequately addressed the Articles of Incorporation issue.

Motion by Ritter to table this issue until next convention...

Motion seconded by Conant  - without objection - motion carried...

United Nation  ( Atomic Veteran ) participation: Conant explained current ideas, pros and cons of joining
an  International Atomic Veteran’s group ( with possible association with the United Nation Council. ) It
was the general opinion of all directors present that this would be costly and could present a problem with
the independent operation of N.A.A.V.

Motion by Howard to table this issue until next convention.

Motion seconded by Harper - without objection - motion carried..

General discussions dealing with the business of N.A.A.V.

Howard presented a status report on a Congressional Charter for the Korean Veterans Association. This bill
( H.R. 952 ) is currently locked in committee because there are not enough votes to allow it to reach the
House floor.
Ritter reported on the progress of Article of Stores (Quartermaster) items for sale with a complete list of all
funds collected and all costs related to same to-date. We will be offering standard products with non-service
specific logos, that can be ordered by members of all service branches, rather than keeping costly inventory
for soldiers or sailors......
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Ritter reported on the progress of the Atomic Veteran Sponsor program, and requested that all be involved
in same.

Conant reported on the status of the “Tall Ship“ raffle.  Director Burpee donated a model Tall Ship (valued
at $4,000) for the purposes of raising moneys for N.A.A.V.
Motion by Ritter to adjourn;
Motion seconded by Harper  - without objection - meeting adjourned

Note 1: After returning to Houston, Director Ritter had a conversation with his attorney about the Articles
of Incorporation. His advise was to contact the States of Delaware, or Arizona, since these two states are the
easiest to work with. The costs are also the lowest. He stated that the registration process for the State of
Delaware could be accomplished on-line through their web site...... We should look into this.

 ************************************
VA HEALTH CARE TREATMENT: ARE YOU A Priority “7” Paying Co-Pays - WHEN YOU
COULD BE A “6” AND NOT PAYING???
Per the following e-mail, please see comments after it [valluable info to ALL AVets]    From: “R J Ritter”

Subject: VA listing

I have signed in to the local ( Houston ) V.A. Hospital and now have my I.D. card.  A letter followed ( from
Ms. Laura J. Miller  - Asst. Deputy Under-Secretary for Health..)  return address unknown...... stating that I
am in priority group 7-c. I should be in priority group 6 (as I was exposed to radiation in Wigwam.) At the
convention, you mentioned getting on the radiation register..... How do I do this ?? If you will let me know,
I will call their toll free number and explain my situation.  If I need additional assistance, I will let you
know. R J
REPLY: The info you received as being a Priority 7 Vet is correct, at present. To be upgraded to Priority 6,
you must request enrollment on the IRR [Ionizing Radiation Exposure Register} at the Houston VA
Medical Health System. [Please refer to the Information & Assistance Package]. Along towards the end is a
copy of a letter I wrote to Secretary Principi, along with his response, regarding a situation whereby a Vet
had gone to a VA Med Facility, requested to be placed on their IRR, was told they did not know anything
about an IRR (the Facility was Houston), so I know they know about it now as they were contacted by
Washington Office, after which they contacted the Vet, setup immediate schedule, and he is now on the
IRR). Other locations where they did not know about the IRR, now they do. Following my letter &
Principi’s response is a copy of a portion of the VA Handbook 1301. Within 1301 are 1301.1 - relates to
IRR; [1301.2 relates to Agent Orange Register; 1301.3 relates to Gulf syndrome Register, etc not included
in the copy but for your info].

While at this, follows some budgetary info of importance - generally unknown by the average vet:
1. Being enrolled at the VA Med Facility counts as one vet,
2. Being on the IRR counts as one vet,
Combined this gives the Med Facility two vets total.
As may happen, if this vet is also eligible and on the Agent Orange Register, that now becomes three in
number for budgetery purposes.

In addition, if the vet has filed a claim at a Regional Office this adds one to the overall VA Budget.

You can well see why this is a numbers game.
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Dale & I have been representing Atomic Vets at the Albuquerque Facility, State of new Mexico, also at
VISN 18 level {W. TX, NM, AZ) for over 8 years. We reported these activities to both recent Past
Commanders and attempted to further this activity to no avail. As you are aware, we have initiated the
appointments of VA Med Facility Reps and are actively pursuing more reps with several already on board.
This venture has proved worthy as many of the NSOs in this region contact Dale and/or I for assistance in
claims they may be involved in. It has also resulted in a better working relationship with VA Med Facility
personnel as we have given our ideas & concerns to them during these meetings and have had adjustments
made to existing rules & in some cases regulations. This is a recognized program under the VA nationally
and is usually handled within the VA Voluntary Services Program. We are on several committees here, the
main two being the Advocacy Council & VISN 18.

I hope the foregoing explanations will progress to the point that we have Reps at all Med Facilities soon.
This is one major way we can assist our constituents.
Lastly, I will explain the basic VA setup:
1. The Regional Office which handles claims.
2. The VA Health System which handles treatment.
For the most part these entities might as well be on separate planets because basic communication has been
that whenever medical info is needed by the Regional Office they ask the Med Facility for same. The end of
communication.
There has been, and is, a trend to look at locating Regional Offices at closer locations to Med Facilities in
order that Vets might cut down time needing to go to both. Here in Albuquerque this is underway with the
RO being moved to a new facility near the Med Facility. However, the 2 planet situation will remain for the
most part.

I run across “mad” vets all the time who do not realize that one goes to the RO for claims, to the Med
Facility for treatment. The vets consider both as one & the same - NOT TRUE.

I hope & trust these explanations are of value. I plan to send copies of this to all with e-mail & make copies
to send to all State & Area Commanders, Test Consultants, etc., not on e-mail. Most of the above is also
reflected in the Information & Assistance package.

DO YOU DESIRE TO BE A LEADER??
NOMINATION OF DIRECTORS:

It is that time again when Nominations to serve as Director are entertained.

This is your opportunity to “be in the driver’s seat” - please submit your request, in writing to: N.A.A.V.,
P.O. Box 1691, Los Lunas, NM 87031, along with a brief resume (to be placed in the January 2002
Newsletter) Not Later Than January 15, 2002.

A Ballot will appear in the April Newsletter in order that members may vote for their Nomination of
Director of choice from those desiring to run.

Elected Directors will take office at the Annual Meeting in July [see change of Annual Meeting in Item of
Annual Meeting summary in this issue].

 “The only food that never goes up in price is ‘food for thought’.”
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Subject: RIN2900-AK64
I received an e-mail today from Bill Russo. He stated many comments were received. The final regulation is
being drafted now. When it is published in the Federal Register, they are required by the Congressional
Review Act to provide congress 60 days to review it before it may go into effect.
[ED: This is in relation to the “adding of 5 more presumptives.” Time factor relates to late Jan. 2002,
assuming the President signs the Bill}
 *************************
VA Health Center Representatives [Help Your Fellow AVet]:

The GOAL is to have one active representative at each VA Health System. The increasing number of
volunteers now in place will attest to the value of this Program.
We have found that when Atomic Vets go to many of the Health Systems and request to be placed on the
IRR [Ionizing Radiation Exposure Register] they are oft times confronting persons “who do not know the
Register exists.” Each Facility has a Registry Coordinator. The RC is the person to contact. If you run into a
Facility “which does not know about the IRR, or RC”, let the N.A.A.V. Office know along with the Facility
location, name of person “who did not know”, date, and other info. We can correct this “do not know” to
“yes, we do know” real quickly. An atomic veteran needs to be on the Register to receive treatment(s) with
“no copays.” VA Reps are beneficial in this matter as well as others at the Facility and can assist veterans in
this endeavor. Atomic Vets are eligible for Representation under VA Health System rules.

NO VET Should be without treatment when same is available just by being on the IRR at your local VA
Health System.
 ********************
Reprinted from the 82nd Airborne Division Association Newsletter
OUR NATION, OUR GOVERNMENT
I live in a state which is home to many Native American tribes.
Their wisdom is passed on from generation to generation and is beautiful.
Hopi wisdom says: “When you discover that you are riding a dead horse, the best strategy is to dismount.”

In modern education and government, however, a whole range of far more advanced strategies are often
employed, such as:

1. Buying a stronger whip.
2. Changing riders.
3. Threatening the horse with termination.
4. Appointing a committee to study the horse.
5. Arranging to visit other countries to see how others ride dead horses.
6. Lowering the standards so that dead horses can be included.
7. Reclassifying the dead horse as “living impaired”.
8. Hiring outside contractors to ride the dead horse.
9. Harnessing several dead horses together to increase the speed.
10. Providing additional funding and/or training to increase the dead horse’s performance.
11. Doing a productivity study to see if lighter riders would improve the dead horse’s performance.
12. Declaring that, as the dead horse does not have to he fed, it is less costly, carries lower overhead, and
therefore contributes substantially more to the bottom line of the economy than do some other horses.
13. Rewriting the expected performance requirements for all horses.
14. Promoting the dead horse to a supervisory position.

 “The most valuable gift you can give another is a good example.”
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NAAV State/Area/Test Consultants/Medical Reps
4th Qtr Changes & Additions:

TEAPOT
Bernard M. Rothenberg
106 Foxwood Road
Lakewood NJ 08701
PH 732-730-3720

GREENHOUSE
& MAINE SC
Robert Campbell
*43 Cumberland Ave.

NEW JERSEY (AC)
AREA COMMANDER
Bernard M. Rothenburg
106 Foxwood Road
Lakewood NJ 08701
PH 732-730-3720
FX 973-731-7334

LOUISIANA (SC)
Earl J. Brown
102 E. Winsor Drive
Thibodaux LA 70301
PH 985-446-1747

OHIO (SC)
Theo (Ted) V. Bennett
5287 Millcreek Road
Kettering, OH 45440-253 1
PH 937-438-8540
*E-m: DelTech@worldnet.att.net

NEW YORK (AC)
Thomas N. McKay
840 LaRue Road
Clifton Springs NY 14432
PH&FX 315-462-9272EM
mark1@fltg.net

UTAH  (SC)
Robert C Carter
4609 Thornwood Ave
Taylorsville UT 84123
PH 801-268-1290
*Recrown50@msn.com

WISCONSIN (AV Rep)
Robert Greene
1548 Cedar Lane
Waukesha WI 53188

 Volunteer Garden - Author Unknown

Plant five rows of peas:
Preparedness, Politeness, Promptness, Participation, and Perserverence.

Then plant four rows of lettuce:
Let us be unselfish, Let us be loyal, Let us love one another, Let us be truthful.

Next to them, plant three rows of squash:
Squash gossip, Squash criticism, and Squash indifference,

No garden is complete without turnups:
Turn up at meetings, Turn up with smiles, Turn up with a new idea, and Turn up with a good attitude.
 ******************************
“I am only one, but still, I am one.
I cannot do everything, but still, I can do something.
And because I cannot do everything, I will not refuse to do something I can do.”
 ******************************
Helping Veterans find other Veterans :
WebSite: http//www.veteransalumni.com
Email: Info@veteransalumni.com
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Welcome to our on-line store
The purchase of N.A.AV. items contributes to our efforts to represent the needs of military veterans and civilians, who while in the
course of carrying out their duties, in the best interest of protecting the national security of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA,
participated in the manufacture, detonation, disassembly or destruction of nuclear, thermo- nuclear and hydrogen warheads, and who
are experiencing deleterious health effects precipitated by their exposure to harmful ionizing radiation, and are currently in need of
assistance in secunng health benefits from the Veteran’s Administration or other health provider institutions.

I. D. No. Description and pricing information

N-1 Auto decal - 4” atomic cloud with “Atomic Veteran”
 Price each: $4.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------ total - $5.00
N-2 Auto decal - 4” x 5” atomic cloud with “Atomic Veteran”
 Price each: $5 00 plus $1.00 post fee - ---------------------------------------- total - $6.00
N-3 Auto bumper sticker - 3” x II” atomic cloud - “ Atomic Veteran”
 Price each: $7.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------ total - $7.00
N-4 Auto side window sticker - clear with white NAAV lettering
  Price each: $5.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------- total -  $6.00
N-5 Auto windshield sticker - clear - “Atomic Soldier”
  Pnce each: $5.00 plus $1.00 post fee -------------------------------------------- total - $6.00
N-6 Auto license plate - atomic cloud - “ Atomic Veteran”
 Price each: $12.00 plus $ 1.50 post fee  -----------------------------------------total - $13.50
N-7 Shoulder patch - 3.5” - atomic soldier - NAAV letters
 Price each: $9.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------- total - $10.00
N-8 Shoulder patch - 3.5” - atomic cloud - NAAV letters
 Price each: $9.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------- total - $10.00
N-9 Small (2.5”) cloud patch sew on patch - for hats - etc.
 Price each: $5.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------- total -  $6.00
N-10 Baseball cap - blue - atomic soldier - atomic veteran
 Price each: $16.00 plus $2.00 post fee ----------------------------------------- total - $18.00
N-11 Baseball cap - blue - atomic cloud - atomic veteran
 Price each: $16.00 plus $2.00 post fee ----------------------------------------- total - $1 8.00
N-I 2S Coffee mug - atomic soldier - NAAV letters
 Price each: $8.00 plus $3.00 post fee ------------------------------------------ total - $11.00
N-I2C  Coffee mug - atomic cloud logo Not available at this time
N-I 3S  Lapel pin - atomic soldier
 Price each: $9.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------ total - $10.00
N-I 3C  Lapel pin - atomic cloud - NAAV letters

Price each: $9.00 plus $1.00 post fee ------------------------------------------ total - $10.00
N-14  Atomic Veteran Certificate -4 color - for framing
 Price each: $15.00 - post fee included  ---------------------------------------- total - $15.00

***Please furnish the following information when ordering:
Branch of service I unit - ship - wing - etc. / test name I test date I test location

N-I 5  Atomic Veteran Sponsor Certificate -4 color - for framing
  This is a donation only “item, with a minimum contribution of $100.00
  A certificate will be forwarded with a tribute to the donor, on behalf of N.A.A.V.
N-I6  NAAV Officers Golf shirt - blue - pocket with atomic cloud
 Logo and officer’s title in gold lettering.
 Price each: $35.00 plus $3.00 post fee ---------------------------------------- total - $38.00
 Note: These shirts are not in inventory and will be special ordered as requested....
N-I7 NAAV T-shirt - with 2.5” atomic cloud logo
 Price each: $17.00 plus $2.00 post fee ---------------------------------------- total - $19.00
N-I 8 NAAV T-shirt - with atomic soldier logo
 Price each: $17.00 plus $2.00 post fee ---------------------------------------- total -$19. 00
N-I9 NMV T-shirt - with official guinea pig logo
 Price each: $17.00 plus $.200 post fee ---------------------------------------- total - $19.00
 Note: Only available in sizes S - L - XL - XXXL at this time
N-20 NAAV sweat shirt - with atomic soldier logo
 Price each: $25.00 plus $3.00 post fee ---------------------------------------- total - $28.00
 Note: Only available in sizes S - M - XL - XXXL at this time
N-21 NAAV sweat shirt - with official guinea pig logo
 Price each: $25.00 plus $3.00 post fee ---------------------------------------- total - $28.00
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 Note: Only available in size XL at this time...
N-21C NAAV sweat shirt - with atomic cloud logo
 Price each: $25.00 plus $3.00 post fee ---------------------------------------- total - $28. 00
N-22 NAAV “green “heavy duty jacket with large soldier logo
 Special price each: $30.00 plus $5.00 post fee ------------------------------- total - $35.00 Note: Only available in sizes   l
- XL - XXL  at this time

1. Make a list of each item I. D. number
2. Show the quantity and price of each item I. D. selected
3. Add the prices and post fees to obtain the total order value
4. Add any contributions you may wish to donate to NAAV
5. If ordering an Atomic Veteran’s Certificate, be sure to include the required information for design purposes
6. If ordering an Atomic Veteran Sponsor’s Certificate, please indicate
7. If you are including your annual dues, add $20.00
8. Forward your personal check, company check or money order to:

N.A.A.V. Stores - 11214 Sageland - Houston, Tx. 77089
Please allow three to four weeks for order to arrive.

If you have any questions, please e-mail (or post )your request to NAAV Stores

In Memorium: We humbly recognize
the passing of the following to “a
better place.”

Dorothy Stanco - FL. Dorothy was the
Florida State Commander for many
years, diligently pursued the cause
of Atomic Veterans. She
continuously was in contact with
the National Office rendering
support and input along with
periodic Donations. Dorothy will be
missed by many.
Jack l. Crocker - CA
David K. Elson - CA
duell C. Howard - AR
Lonzo Robison - OK
Vincent Ragusa - CA
Bill Newberry - FL

DONATIONS: We thank the following
for their generous donations.

Anthony J. DeBenedicts
Don McKenny
Vernon H. Ripley
Robert W. Berninger
Patricia Jacobson
Wayne Malarchick
Gerald Langley
Mary Ann Roberts
Donald Tennant
Charles Tomkins
Genevieve Dale
Peter Dale
Lisa Holt
Joseph G. Meyer
Richard Gilson
Richard Beaver


